
 

 

 

Webinars:
10/1: Ensuring a Successful IGA Deployment by Integrating and Normalizing Your Identity
Infrastructure

10/15: Leveraging Ping and Federated Identity in Service Provider-Initiated Deployments

News:
Signal Magazine: Turning Integration Bottlenecks into Mission Enablers 

Resources:
Solution Summary: 10 Things to Consider Before Starting Your IGA Project

Whether public or private, large-scale organizations have long turned to RadiantOne FID as the federated
identity foundation for all their identity-driven initiatives. With RadiantOne, it’s fast and simple to deliver a
global view of identity from across diverse sources.

Check out the Signal Magazine article to see how federal agencies rely on RadiantOne FID. You’ll learn
how FID enables agencies to secure essential initiatives, such as delivering multi-domain interoperability
based on security level, building an agnostic directory firewall for syncing to multi-cloud environments, and
offering secure remote-access teleworking in a time of global crisis.

Companies across the Fortune 1000 also turn to RadiantOne, saving time and money as they streamline
mergers and acquisitions, easily add new user populations, build a 360-degree view of each user from
across diverse sources, and lay the foundation for successful identity governance and administration
deployments.

 

WEBINAR:
Ensuring a Successful IGA Deployment by Integrating and Normalizing Your
Identity Infrastructure

Discover how to maximize your return on investment by cleaning up your data before implementing IGA

https://www.radiantlogic.com/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/y2020/webinar-10-1-2020/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/y2020/webinar-10-15-2020/
https://www.afcea.org/content/turning-integration-bottlenecks-mission-enablers-sponsored-content
https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/solution-summary-ten-things-to-consider-before-starting-your-iga-project/
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Schedule a demo

initiatives. Learn how companies and organizations can leverage existing identity-consolidation
investments to deploy governance and improve security for critical applications with RadiantOne.

Date: Thursday, October 1, 2020 at 11:00 AM PT/2:00 PM ET

REGISTER

 

WEBINAR:
Leveraging Ping and Federated Identity in Service Provider-Initiated Deployments

Learn how our federated identity and directory service, RadiantOne FID, creates a virtualized identity hub
in which all of a user’s information has been integrated and rationalized from across diverse identity data
stores. And using examples involving Ping deployments, we’ll illustrate how RadiantOne helps provide the
360-degree view of the user that is the key to successfully leverage your identity sources.

Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 at 11:00 AM PT/2:00 PM ET

REGISTER

 

NEWS:
Signal Magazine: Turning Integration Bottlenecks into Mission Enablers

Federal agencies leverage RadiantOne to ensure their data is both authoritative and secure, delivering a
single source of truth for accurate, immediate access and policy decisions. RadiantOne empowers federal
agencies to evolve their fragmented identity landscape to achieve a global view of identity and create the
foundation for modern identity initiatives without disrupting the existing environment, while still keeping the
integrity of their existing infrastructures.

READ HERE

 

SOLUTION SUMMARY:
10 Things to Consider Before Starting Your IGA Project

Your policies, automation, and workflows are only as good as the data that feeds them. Get the most value
out of your Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) program by gaining a full and realistic
understanding of the state of your data, creating a solid foundation for your project.

DOWNLOAD

https://www.linkedin.com/company/radiant-logic/
https://www.youtube.com/user/radiantlogic
https://www.facebook.com/RadiantLogicInc
https://twitter.com/RadiantLogic/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/product-downloads/schedule-demo/
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/y2020/webinar-10-1-2020/#register
https://www.radiantlogic.com/events/webinars/y2020/webinar-10-15-2020/#register
https://www.afcea.org/content/turning-integration-bottlenecks-mission-enablers-sponsored-content
https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/solution-summary-ten-things-to-consider-before-starting-your-iga-project/

